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Development and Insights from the Measure of Framing Agency 

Abstract 

In this research paper, we report on our efforts to shed light on students’ experiences of design 
problems. Our ongoing work investigates “framing agency,” defined as making consequential 
decisions about how to frame design problems and proceed in learning and developing solutions. 
We previously characterized framing agency in design team talk using discourse analysis. The 
purpose of this study was to develop and test a measure of framing agency. Our prior analysis 
highlighted that due to a number of factors, students may or may not perceive opportunities to 
frame problems; framing agency may be individual or shared with others; students may or may 
not perceive their decisions as consequential; and students may or may not learn as a result of 
their and their teammates’ decisions. Based on these dimensions, we developed an initial set of 
52 items, which we then narrowed further based on expert review. We tested the items with 
students from three design-focused courses: a first-year course at a southwestern US research 
university (n=65) and two capstone senior courses (n=53 at the same southwestern research 
university and n=19 at a northern US research university). We conducted Exploratory Factor 
Analysis with a promax rotation and calculated Crohbach's Alpha to test internal reliability of 
related items. After removing low and cross loading items [1], we identified six latent 
dimensions covered by 18 items: individual consequentiality, shared consequentiality, learning 
as consequentiality, constrainedness, shared tentativeness / ill-structuredness, and individual 
tentativeness / ill-structuredness. 

Introduction and research purpose 

Undergraduate engineering programs have increasingly incorporated design projects, not just as 
first-year and capstone experiences, but in core courses as a spine [2-5]. However, there are 
many decisions to make in developing a design project and for those who lack the resources that 
are sometimes invested in capstone experiences, many limitations. For instance, design projects 
may include clients and specific context, or they may be kit- or competition-based. They may be 
deeply or shallowly connected to the course content. Students may all work on the same design 
brief or on several. This makes developing design projects that can support learning of content 
and design practices a complex problem. And, when a project does not support learning, it can be 
hard to know why. Research has suggested that a key factor is how students frame the problem, 
as this sets up how they will arrive at a design solution [6, 7]. Recent design-based research has 
also highlighted how design project configurations—including team structures, scaffolding, and 
authenticity—can support students to develop a sense of ownership over their design work and to 
display framing agency [8, 9]. Framing agency is defined as opportunities to make consequential 
decisions about design problems and ways to proceed in learning and developing solutions. This 
means that student teams make negotiated decisions that are consequential. Engineering 
designers who display framing agency know how to direct their design process, including when 
to take more time to better understand the problem, which in turn can result in higher quality, 
more creative solutions [6, 7]. Helping students develop and practice this capacity earlier means 
that when they enter the workplace, they will be more adept at a core professional practice.  

While the construct of framing agency is promising, it has thus far been laboriously identified 
through discourse analysis. The purpose of this study, therefore, is to explore whether framing 



agency may be measured efficiently as a set of scales. Specifically, the subscales detailed below 
in the literature review included the following: (1) Shared versus individual agency; (2) Ill-
structuredness/tentativeness; (3) Constrainedness; and (4) Consequentiality. We sought to answer 
the following research questions: 

1. Content validity: Which framing agency subconstructs do experts agree are relevant? 
2. Quality assurance: Which framing agency constructs are identified using exploratory 
factor analysis (EFA)? 

Literature review 

We review research on the identified subscales of framing agency, which may be displayed as 
shared or individual decisions. Designers displaying framing agency do so in response to the ill-
structured nature of design problems, and therefore know to remain tentative, even in the face of 
authentic constraints. As a result, their design decisions are consequential to both the problem 
space and their understanding of it and how to proceed. 

Shared versus individual agency 

Designers make many decisions— meaning they have agency [10]—in order to structure the 
problems they aim to solve because design problems do not arrive as tidy problems with a single 
correct answer [11, 12]. When making decisions, designers may share their agency in several 
ways. For instance, they may consider specific stakeholders, materials, and other designers. 
Accounts of decisions may even reveal both individual and shared agency. Consider, for 
instance, a team designing an algal biofuel plant, explaining “We choose the algal strain as a 
team, and it worked with sonication, which was my choice for harvesting algae.” Our goal is not 
to distinguish between these forms specifically, but rather to identify the presence of either/both.  

Others have measured individual and shared agency in both generic terms and specific settings. 
For instance, in a study of supporting children with severe disabilities, researchers assessed 
whether service providers shared agency with family members by asking survey questions such 
as "Did the service provider listen to the child’s and the family’s wishes in implementing 
rehabilitation?" [13]. In the context of youth perceptions of parents sharing educational goals, 
shared agency was characterized as parents accommodating when they disagreed, collaborating, 
including to resolve disagreements, and supporting youth goals [14]. In these examples, there is a 
clear power differential at play, a difference that is not necessarily salient within design teams, 
but that is commonly present between student and instructor. However, power dynamics between 
student and instructor can shape student expectations for low agency, a situation most students 
have experienced in their coursework [15]. Building on these insights about agency, we define 
this subconstruct as the extent to which an individual reports individual and/or team opportunity 
to make decisions. 

Ill-structuredness/Tentativeness 

Design problems are ill-structured [16], meaning they have multiple possible problem frames 
and the problem co-evolves with the solution [17]. Researchers have even characterized the 
relationship between problem and solution as oscillatory [17, 18] and highly contingent [19]. In 
navigating this process, designers explore alternative, tentative solutions [20], a process that 
creates many opportunities to display framing agency. As a result, framing agency involves 



being tentative about the problem. To assess this aspect of framing agency, we defined this 
subconstruct as the extent to which an individual reports certainty about the design problem and 
solution, with an assumption that, especially prior to completing a course-based design project, 
students who display framing agency will report uncertainty. 

Constrainedness 

Design problems have constraints but are not fully constrained [21]. Research suggests that 
compared to newcomers, experienced designers pay better attention to constraints as they frame 
and solve problems [22]. Constraints are variably salient depending on the designer’s knowledge 
and goals; for instance, in a participant observation study that investigated how engineers and 
ergonomists contributed to a four-month design process, while some constraints were tied to the 
context and challenges managing the project with different design teams, other constraints were 
discipline-specific [23]. Designers often reframe problems as they deal with intractable, over-
constrained aspects of problems [24, 25]. When a problem is too open, designers sometimes 
impose their own constraints [26, 27]. Viewed from the lens of agency, constraints contribute to 
the opportunity structure [28]—meaning whether there are opportunities to make decisions. Such 
opportunities, in learning settings, may also be constrained by learners’ beliefs about their role as 
designers. Perceptions of constraints are therefore salient in understanding framing agency, and 
we define this subconstruct as the extent to which an individual reports having opportunity to 
make decisions about the problem despite having design requirements or constraints. 

Consequentiality 

Decisions about design problems may be consequential in various ways. First, when designers 
frame problems, they develop a sense of ownership over the problem [11, 29, 30], meaning 
making decisions can have consequences to their role. Designers gather information deliberately 
to address gaps in their own understanding [18] and clarify ambiguity, ruling out untenable 
solution paths [31], meaning that the decisions they make are consequential to their learning. 
And of course, when designers make consequential decisions, including how they will bound the 
problem [32], the decision alters not just the solution, but also the problem itself [17] and 
therefore the process to reach a solution [12, 17]. Experienced designers engage in framing and 
reframing deliberately and repeatedly, throughout their design process [33-37]. We define this 
subconstruct as the extent to which an individual reports that the problem changed or their 
understanding changed as a result of decisions made individually or by the team, meaning that 
the decisions were consequential. 

Methods 

This study involved the following stages: (1) item development based on review of literature and 
discourse analysis of design team talk; (2) expert review to validate content; and (3) exploratory 
factor analysis to validate items. 

Item development and initial refinement 

We followed best practices for survey development [38, 39]. Grounding survey items in theory 
and in data is central to developing questions that result in useful data [40, 41]. Therefore, to 
establish a set of potential subscales for measuring framing agency, we conducted a systematic 
review of research on agency and problem framing and related terms. While some distinguish 



between terms such as problem scoping, problem framing, problem formulation, problem 
representation and problem definition, the terms are not used consistently across scholars. Many 
treat these terms as ambiguous and perhaps interchangeable; for instance, some scholars 
reference the findings of Atman and colleagues (who prominently refer to scoping) using the 
terms framing and scoping interchangeably [42]. Likewise, Atman and colleagues reference 
work by those who exclusively discuss framing [35, 43, 44], yet refer to that work as scoping.  

We also reviewed related surveys. For instance, in the social sciences, researchers have 
developed surveys that measure empowerment and agency, and these surveys clarify that agency 
depends on having opportunities, actually making decisions, and dealing with the consequences 
of those decisions [10, 28]. We also drew upon a measure of project ownership in science [45, 
46], as some questions addressed agency. Finally, we reviewed items from measures of shared 
agency conducted with students leaving home for college [14] and patients and medical 
practitioners [13].  

We also grounded our questions in our past discourse analysis used to characterize framing 
agency [8, 9], an approach adapted from the linguistic agency toolkit [47]. This analysis, 
published elsewhere, investigated transcribed conversations between students on design teams 
from sophomore courses in chemical engineering, capstone design in biomedical engineering, 
high school design teams, and students in a non-engineering technical design undergraduate 
course. These analyses highlighted that framing agency is shared and tentative, even as students 
bring in understanding about constraints, and consequential to their understanding, the problem 
and their role as designers. Based our analysis of literature and our discourse analysis, we 
identified the potential subconstructs as shared versus individual agency, tentativeness and ill-
structuredness, constrainedness, and consequentiality. We investigated these through post-
observation structured interviews in a first year design course. An observer joined a team during 
design work and noted evidence of potential sub-constructs on observation protocol, then 
conducted a brief interview (e.g., “Did you, yourself, make any decisions today, related to your 
design project?”). We found that students reliably accounted for the decisions observed.   

Based on these subconstructs, we developed Likert statements written as simple concepts [48] 
with a 7-point bipolar scale, with a middle option to reduce measurement error [49]. Research 
suggests that using item-specific scales, as opposed to the commonplace agree/disagree scale, 
can improve the quality of responses [50]; we thus avoided agree/disagree scales and focused on 
developing scales that reflected the construct we sought to measure. For instance, we avoided 
scales that focused on frequency (e.g., always to never), as in our discourse analysis, we 
observed that even infrequent decisions were sometimes very impactful. This resulted in scales 
that assessed amount (i.e., all or many to none, such as a teammate making decisions), certainty, 
freedom (i.e., to make decisions), responsibility, importance, and amount of problem change.  

We expanded the set of possible questions, resulting in 52 possible questions (Table 1), including 
1 constructed response item to assess the nature of the design project, 5 context questions to 
assess project characteristics (e.g., work completed as a team, duration), 4 constructed response 
questions to prompt students to consider specific design decisions and constraints encountered, 
prior to answering related Likert scaled questions, and 42 Likert-scaled questions. We reviewed 
kkkeach item multiple times, checking language clarity and reviewing the content against both 
prior analysis and relevant literature. 



Content validity through expert review 

We drafted materials for expert review, including a 1-page definition of framing agency and its 
sub-constructs, a version of the survey, and a scoring sheet. Given the relatively novel nature of 
the construct (e.g., as compared to developing a scale for self-efficacy in a new domain), we 
were concerned about the possibility of inclusion bias (i.e., in not having true expertise due to the 
newness of the construct, would experts tend to rate every question as relevant?). We developed 
17 distractors to evaluate experts’ tendency to include constructs that may be interesting but not 
included as subconstructs in the definition (Table 1). We 

Table 1. Sample questions from the Framing Agency Survey, including distractors 

Shared Shared v. individual: Extent to which an individual reports individual and/or team opportunity to make decisions. 

Considering your design project, who made decisions? 
● Did you personally make all, some, or none of the decisions related to your 

design project? 
● Did someone else on your team make all, some, or none of the decisions related 

to your design project? 
● Did you personally reject all, some, or none of the ideas others suggested related 

to your design project? 
● Did someone else on your team reject all, some, or none of the ideas others 

suggested related to your design project? 

● All 
● Most 
● Many 
● Some 
● Few 
● Very Few 
● None 

Tentativeness & ill-structuredness: Extent to which an individual reports certainty about the design problem and 
solution. 

In the beginning [middle] of your project, how certain or uncertain did you feel that: 
● you understood the design problem? 
● your design project had a single right solution? 
● you had to solve the problem as given to you? 
● you had to just develop what was asked of you? 
● you knew the optimal solution? 
● your team could develop an acceptable solution? 

● Very certain 
● Certain 
● Somewhat certain 
● Neither certain nor 

uncertain 
● Somewhat 

uncertain 
● Uncertain 
● Very uncertain 

Constrainedness: Extent to which an individual reports having opportunity to make decisions about the problem 
despite having design requirements or constraints. 

Design problems typically have constraints, such as budget limitations, material 
properties, performance requirements, and other requirements set by the stakeholders 
and situations in which the design solution will be used. What were some constraints 
on the design problem you worked on? 

Text box 

Considering these constraints, how free or restricted: 
● did you feel when making decisions yourself? 
● did your teammates seem when making decisions? 

● Very free 
● Free 
● Somewhat free 
● Neither free nor 

restricted 
● Somewhat 

restricted 
● Restricted 
● Very restricted 



Consequentiality: Extent to which an individual reports that the problem changed or their understanding changed 
as a result of decisions made individually or by the team, meaning that the decisions were consequential. 

How responsible or not responsible did you feel: 
● for making decisions personally? 
● for making decisions as a team? 
● for the outcomes of the design project? 
● for coming up with your own ways to make progress on the design project? 

● Very responsible 
● Responsible 
● Somewhat 

responsible 
● Neither responsible 

nor not responsible 
● Somewhat not 

responsible 
● Not responsible 
● Not at all 

responsible 

Near distractors – for expert review only  

Considering your design project, what was easy or challenging for you? 
● Ordering the design tasks. 
● Locating information to solve the problem 
● Agreeing on the appropriate solution 
● Reporting on the solution 

● Very easy 
● Easy 
● Somewhat easy 
● Neither easy nor 

challenging 
● Somewhat 

challenging 
● Challenging 
● Very challenging 

Far distractors – for expert review only  

How interesting or uninteresting do you personally find this course as a whole? ● Very interesting 
● Interesting 
● Somewhat 

interesting 
● Neither interesting 

nor uninteresting 
● Somewhat 

uninteresting 
● Uninteresting 
● Very uninteresting 

 

Six experts provided ratings for each survey item on a four-point scale (4=Very relevant, 1=Not 
relevant, following common practice [51]) as well as comments for many of the items. The 
experts are faculty in engineering or engineering education in U.S. universities. They are all 
designers and have taught design, and five have also conducted research on design. All six had 
experience developing, adapting, and using surveys in research, and one taught survey design. 
We calculated the content validity index (CVI) for each item and for the subscales, removing 
items with low CVI scores. Based on expert review, we refined the survey for pilot testing.  

Quality assurance and subscale validation 

Students in design-focused courses completed the survey near the end of a design project. This 
included students enrolled in a first-year course at a southwestern US research university (SRU, 



n=65) and two capstone senior courses (n=53 at SRU and n=19 at a northern US research 
university [NRU]). As has been pointed out in the literature, recommended exploratory factor 
analysis (EFA) sample size is “varied, ambiguous, and often lacks validity” in part because some 
recommendations are based on tradition, and in part because sample size depends on multiple 
issues [52]. Some authors have argued that a sample size of 50 can suffice [53]. Assuming even 
moderate loading, our sample size will suffice [53]. Scale validity was assessed using standard 
procedures [40, 41]: first, by grounding the survey items in theory and in data; second, 
evaluating internal structure using exploratory factor analysis with a promax rotation [54]; and 
third, by testing the internal reliability of related items using Cronbach’s alpha. We retained 
items provided they had loadings of at least .40 (dual loading items with greater than .35 on two 
or more factors were deleted [1, 55, 56]) and internal consistency of at least .50, using 
Cronbach’s alpha [57]. We confirmed the sample correlation and adequacy using KMO (.60) and 
Bartlett’s test of sphericity (χ2 (153) = 519.60, p<0.01) [1].  

Results and discussion 

Content validation 

Experts recognized a majority of the non-distractor items as relevant for measuring framing 
agency (Figure 1). They were equally as likely to suggest omitting near and far distractors, and 
consistently recommended excluding these items. We had included the distractors as a means to 
assess their understanding of framing agency, and conducted a t-test between the lowest average 
rated subscale and the highest rated distractor category, finding that experts were significantly 
more likely to agree that items in the Shared versus individual agency subscale should be 
included than in the near distractor set, t(21) = 4.97, p < .001, with a large effect size, (Cohen’s d 
= 2.08). This result suggests that experts were able to effectively differentiate between the 
intended items and distractors. We therefore focus our remaining discussion on the intended 
items.  

Experts’ comments also indicated that they recognized subconstructs of framing agency in the 
survey items, such as taking ownership of a problem, the process of framing and re-framing a 
problem, and the shared, collaborative nature of framing agency. The full subscales did not meet 
the standard CVI cut score of 0.78 [51], (Shared versus Individual, CVI = 0.56; Constrainedness 
CVI = 0.61; Tentativeness/Ill -structuredness CVI = 0.75; Consequentiality CVI =0.50). 
Specifically, experts noted that several items appeared to measure teaming or team collegiality 
rather than measuring framing agency. This included, for instance, questions such as 

● “My teammates let me do what I wanted when there were disagreements about an aspect 
of the design project.”  

● “To what extent did your teammates accept or reject your ideas when there were 
disagreements about an aspect of your design project?” 

● “How collaborative or exclusionary were you and your teammates when negotiating the 
direction of your design project?” 

We omitted such items that had low CVI scores. Experts varied in their assessments of the 
appropriateness of wording (clarity, word choice) of individual items. In some cases, one 
reviewer scored such items as not relevant, but indicated they would recommend retaining the 
item given a word change. While the typical CVI threshold with six reviewers is 0.78 [51], we 



decided to retain such items if they otherwise received high scores from other reviewers. We 
additionally chose to retain two questions that asked students to report “How much or little did 
you learn as a result of decisions about the design problem [you personally made] / [a teammate 
made]?” Experts raised concerns, justifiably, about students’ capacity to assess their own 
learning. As is documented in the literature, novices typically are not effective judges about what 
supports their learning [58]. However, we were not aiming to assess whether they learned as a 
result of making decisions, but the degree to which they experienced consequences, including 
feeling they had learned, as a result of making decisions.  

This resulted in retaining 28 items (25 of which were Likert-scaled, Figure 2) in four subscales 
(Shared versus Individual agency, CVI = 0.77; Constrainedness CVI = 0.82; Tentativeness/Ill -
structuredness CVI = 0.9; Consequentiality CVI =0.80). 

Based on expert review, we modified terminology that we had questioned in the past. For 
example, we had been unable to choose between the terms restricting and limiting in a few items; 
experts’ overall responses showed a slight preference for restricting.  

Figure 1. Ratings by experts of all questions by subconstruct and distractor type on a 4-point 
scale (4 = Very relevant; 3 = Quite relevant; 2 = Somewhat relevant; 1 = Not relevant).  

 

Figure 2. Ratings by experts of retained questions by subconstruct  

Quality assurance 

We conducted the exploratory factor analysis (EFA) with the 25 Likert-scaled items (Table 2). 
After removing low and cross loading items [1], we identified six latent dimensions: Individual 
consequentiality (α = 0.85); shared consequentiality (α = .77); learning as consequentiality (α = 
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0.78); constrainedness (α = 0.79); shared tentativeness / ill-structuredness (α = 0.81); and 
individual tentativeness / ill-structuredness (α = .56). 

Table 2. Exploratory Factor Analysis results 
Item	prompt	 Factor	Loading	 Mean	

(SD)	
α	if	
deleted 

Factor:	Individual	Consequentiality	(α = 0.85)	

How	responsible	or	not	responsible	did	you	feel	for	the	
outcomes	of	the	design	project?	 0.78	 -0.1	 0.1	 0.16	 -0.06	 0.04	 6.01	

(0.80)	 0.8	

Considering	the	decision	you	described,	how	important	
or	unimportant	was	the	decision?	 0.78	 0.13	 -0.13	 -0.08	 0.08	 -0.1	 5.95	

(1.02)	 0.82	

Considering	the	decision	you	described,	how	important	
or	unimportant	was	the	impact	of	that	decision	on	your	
design	process?	

0.76	 0.2	 -0.08	 -0.02	 0.04	 -0.05	 5.95	
(1.02)	 0.82	

How	responsible	or	not	responsible	did	you	feel	for	
making	decisions	personally?	 0.7	 -0.17	 0.07	 0.02	 -0.04	 0.05	 5.79	

(0.94)	 0.82	

How	responsible	or	not	responsible	did	you	feel	for	
coming	up	with	your	own	ways	to	make	progress	on	the	
design	project?	

0.66	 -0.07	 0.05	 -0.1	 -0.07	 0.1	 5.71	
(0.91)	 0.82	

Factor:	Shared	Consequentiality	(α = 0.77)	
Considering	the	decision	you	described,	how	important	
or	unimportant	was	the	impact	of	that	decision	on	your	
design	process?	

-0.05	 0.88	 0.06	 -0.03	 -0.1	 0.1	 6.23	
(0.70)	 -	

Considering	the	decision	you	described,	how	important	
or	unimportant	was	the	decision?	 0.06	 0.74	 -0.01	 0.01	 0.02	 0.02	 6.32	

(0.51)	 -	

Factor:	Learning	as	Consequentiality	(α = 0.78)	

How	much	or	little	did	you	learn	as	a	result	of	decisions	
about	the	design	problem	a	teammate	made?	 -0.1	 0.07	 0.88	 0.03	 0	 0	 5.61	

(1.04)	 -	

How	much	or	little	did	you	learn	as	a	result	of	decisions	
about	the	design	problem	you	personally	made?	 0.13	 -0.02	 0.73	 -0.07	 0.04	 -0.05	 5.56	

(0.95)	 -	

Factor:	Constrainedness	(α = 0.79)	
Considering	these	constraints,	how	free	or	restricted	did	
your	teammates	seem	when	making	decisions?	 -0.03	 0.01	 0.05	 0.95	 0.03	 -0.02	 4.87	

(1.20)	 0.57	

Considering	these	constraints,	how	free	or	restricted	did	
you	feel	when	making	decisions	yourself?	 0.04	 -0.01	 0.01	 0.91	 0	 0.07	 4.73	

(1.25)	 0.56	

How	free	or	limiting	did	the	design	problem	seem	to	be?	 -0.07	 -0.11	 -0.04	 0.42	 -0.06	 0.07	 4.84	
(1.27)	 0.94	

Factor:	Shared	tentativeness	/	Ill-structuredness	(α = 0.81)	
How	certain	or	uncertain	do	you	feel	that	you	have	to	
solve	the	problem	as	given	to	you?*	 0	 -0.07	 -0.1	 0.06	 0.84	 -0.04	 3.36	

(0.96)	 0.72	

How	certain	or	uncertain	do	you	feel	that	your	design	
project	has	a	single	right	solution?*	 0.01	 0.01	 0.01	 -0.07	 0.74	 0.24	 4.66	

(1.16)	 0.78	

How	certain	or	uncertain	do	you	feel	that	you	have	to	
just	develop	what	was	asked	of	you?*	 -0.02	 -0.05	 0.01	 0.71	 0.71	 -0.01	 3.54	

(1.07)	 0.76	

How	certain	or	uncertain	do	you	feel	that	you	know	the	
optimal	solution?*	 -0.01	 0.15	 0.05	 0.62	 0.62	 -0.01	 4.33	

(1.69)	 0.78	

Factor:	Individual	tentativeness	/	ill-structuredness		(α = 0.56)	
How	certain	or	uncertain	do	you	feel	that	you	
understand	the	design	problem?	 -0.03	 0.06	 -0.04	 0	 0.05	 0.71	 6.07	

(0.67)	 -	



Considering	your	design	project,	did	you	have	many	or	
few	opportunities	to	make	decisions	as	a	team	related	to	
your	design	project?	

0.05	 0.1	 0	 0.1	 0.07	 0.53	 5.31	
(0.92)	 -	

*Reversed items 

Discussion, significance & implications 

First we conducted content validation. We found that experts differentiated between distractor 
questions, regardless of whether they were near or far distractors, and questions intended to 
measure framing agency subscales. They additionally noted that that several questions focused 
on team dynamics rather than framing agency, and provided feedback about word choice 
improvements. By removing items rated as not relevant, we developed a measurement of 
framing agency with four proposed subscales with moderately high content validity. Given the 
novelty of the construct of framing agency, we chose to retain a items tied to aspects of 
consequentiality related to perceptions that they had learned, but that did not meet the typical 
standard.  

We then followed quality assurance procedures, testing the survey with students from three 
design-focused courses at two universities that serve very different populations. Using EFA, we 
identified six factors: individual consequentiality; shared consequentiality; learning as 
consequentiality; constrainedness; shared tentativeness / ill-structuredness; and individual 
tentativeness / ill-structuredness. Thus, we broadly found support that all subconstructs mattered 
in measuring framing agency. Our EFA results align to past research on framing agency that 
have characterized it as involving both individual and shared aspects, making consequential 
decisions that affect the design problem and involve learning, and staying tentative about both 
problem and solution [8, 9]. Grounded in research on design as an ill-structured process [16] in 
which the problem co-evolves with the solution [17], designers use their agency to make many 
tentative and consequential decisions [20].  

However, we also found that shared versus individual agency intersected with other 
subconstructs. Specifically, our results suggest that consequentiality and tentativeness/ill-
structuredness tended to include both individual and shared versions. We consider this result in 
light of the research literature. 

Past efforts to measure shared agency have focused on power dynamics involved, not on ways 
shared agency impacts other contextual aspects of agency. However, the results of these studies 
have suggested that shared agency matters when understanding consequentiality. For instance, in 
a study that investigated whether parents and children’s wishes were taken into account when 
formulating a rehabilitation plan for the child, when parents perceived that such wishes were 
taken into account—meaning, they had some sense of shared agency—they were more satisfied 
that their child’s needs were being met—meaning, they viewed their input as consequential [13]. 
From a framing agency lens, we might consider formulating a rehabilitation plan as framing a 
problem and consider the medical team akin to designers. In light of modern views of medical 
practice as involving interprofessional teams that include patients, we might also consider the 
parent and child as part of the design team. From this point of view, shared agency and 
consequentiality are clearly related.  

Likewise, research on parents’ shared versus non-shared agency in formulating various goals 
(e.g., education, career, marriage) for their children demonstrates variability by goal type [59], 



suggesting that the degree to which agency is shared may be contextual. They also found that 
parent who reported shared agency tended to report satisfaction with their children’s education 
and their relationship with their children. This also suggests a relationship between shared 
agency and consequentiality.  

Our findings therefore extend work on shared agency and consequentiality, highlighting a role 
for individual agency. Past research on this area has primarily focused on situations with clear 
power imbalances, such as between a medical practitioner and patient or parent and child. In our 
context, power dynamics are certainly not absent, but are less bimodal, more multifaceted (e.g., 
team members may navigate intersectional power dynamics related to their various demographic 
identities, as well as their standing in their program and salient experience with the problem).  

It is also unsurprising to find that consequentiality itself is multidimensional, given that framing 
agency has been characterized as consequential to both the design problem and the designer’s 
understanding of it [8, 9]. Design problem framing involves learning about problems [18] in 
order to shape and bound them [32]. As designers work on teams, they may learn from their own 
and others’ efforts, suggesting that perception of learning, while sourced from both individual 
and/or team efforts, is an individual consequence. In other words, perceptions of having learned 
as a consequence of decisions centers the individual. Extending this to measure an individual’s 
perception that their teammates also learned, or that they learned together would reveal more 
about team functioning that consequentiality. Future research using the framing agency survey 
will investigate whether differences in team member perceptions of learning as consequentiality 
explain variance in other team-level outcomes.  

Given that both tentativeness/ill-structuredness and consequentiality had both individual and 
shared aspects, we were curious to note that constrainedness did not. This may reflect that, as the 
study included only student designers, they tended to view constraints as tied to the problem. 
Future research could include experienced designers, who may differentiate between their own  
and other’s capacity to introduce new constraints [26, 27] or relax existing constraints [24, 25]. 
This may require additional questions that more carefully probe these as individual and shared 
efforts. To better understand this process with newcomers, however, more research may be 
needed on how newcomers perceive constraints, as constraints appear to be domain-specific [23]. 
Our future work will contribute to this by analyzing the kinds of constraints students reported in 
the constructed response items that were intended to contextualize their evaluations of 
constraints.  

Based on our analysis, we refine the subconstructs of framing agency as  

● Individual consequentiality: extent to which an individual reports that the problem 
changed as a result of decisions made individually, meaning that their own decisions 
were consequential 

● Shared consequentiality: extent to which an individual reports that the problem changed 
as a result of decisions made by the team, meaning that other’s decisions were 
consequential 

● Learning as consequentiality: extent to which an individual reports that their 
understanding changed as a result of decisions made individually or by the team, meaning 
that the decisions were consequential 



● Constrainedness: extent to which an individual reports having opportunity to make 
decisions about the problem despite having design requirements or constraints. 

● Shared tentativeness / ill-structuredness: extent to which an individual reports their 
team’s treatment of the design problem as tentative and ill-structured 

● Individual tentativeness / ill-structuredness: extent to which an individual reports their 
understanding of the design problem as tentative and ill-structured 

Our analysis has provided evidence that the framing agency survey provides valid information 
about the extent to which an individual experienced framing agency in a design-focused course. 
While future studies can provide additional evidence on the stability of our results, our findings 
are promising and suggest that instructors may use the survey as an efficient means to evaluate 
whether students perceive opportunities to use and develop their capacity to make consequential 
decisions in framing design problems. The results from such use may also inform instructors’ 
project selection in subsequent courses. In addition, researchers may use the survey to expand 
and accelerate framing agency research. Future research can focus on the kinds of experiences 
that foster the development of framing agency and link framing agency to other kinds of 
outcomes, such as professional identity formation, learning, and intent to persist.  

Limitations 

While the total sample size (N=137) is still somewhat underpowered, our results provided 
promising insight into framing agency subconstructs. The minimum sample size for EFA is a 
long-standing discussion [60], and different scholars suggest different methods and ratios 
between items and case such as 3:1,  5:1, or 20:1 [61]. Our sample ratio is 5.7:1, which is 
acceptable; however, a larger sample size for EFA would provide more stable results. Future 
research will expand this sample size, allowing us to examine the stability of identified factors.  

With sufficient additional cases, we will conduct a confirmatory factor analysis with the related 
validity tests (convergent, discriminant, and criterion-related validities) to confirm the framing 
agency measurement.  

Our research thus far has only investigated framing agency in learning settings. Given that many 
studies have identified differences in how experienced designers, compared to newcomers direct 
their design process, [33-37] our future work will extend this construct to practicing designers to 
elucidate aspects of framing agency that are salient either only in practice or learning settings. 
Future work will also compare survey results and discourse analysis results from the same 
groups of students as an additional method of survey validation. 

Finally, our study participants have included only chemical, biomedical, and mechanical 
engineers. Future research will expand this to other engineering disciplines.  
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